
“A New Pentecost” 

 

The phrase “a new Pentecost” recalls the prayer to the Holy Spirit that Pope John 

XXIII proposed for the Vatican Council’s success: “O Holy Spirit, renew your wonders in 

this our day, as by a new Pentecost.” The metaphor recalls the gathering together of the first 

disciples in Jerusalem and the outpouring of the Spirit upon this embryonic Church. By 

invoking the image of Pentecost we get a glimpse into the hope John had for the Council.  

There are other similarities. This first group of disciples were Jews and in the early 

decades the Jesus’ followers continued to teach, worship, and evangelize primarily within a 

Jewish consciousness. Even Paul, who called himself ‘apostle to the Gentiles’ (Rom 11:13) 

had a missionary strategy of beginning in the Synagogues then moving to the non-Jews. 

The full flourishing of Pentecost, a truly universal (catholic) vision of the Jesus event was 

not realized until a crisis struck Judaism with the destruction of Jerusalem and its Temple in 

the year 70 C.E. Sometime shortly after, the first Gospel of Mark was written, followed by 

Matthew and Luke (80’s) and finally John (late 90’s).  

In the crisis of the year 70 CE it appeared that the religious heart of God’s covenant 

with humanity was destroyed. But this crisis led to a re-envisioning of Judaism and the 

Jesus event. Gradually a new identity evolved for Jesus’ followers that drew on their Jewish 

roots but read these through the lens of Jesus’ life, death and Resurrection. Disciples 

became Christians.  

When the bishops of Vatican 11 returned home to their diocese they took with them 

the vision and spirit of the Council. Enriched by the new theology and carrying the 

documents they had formulated the bishops returned to educate and put into practice what 

they had experienced. But the Curia remained in Rome. Over the years this Curial group 

has propagated itself, cloned itself with like-minded appointments that have thwarted, 

frustrated, and almost extinguished the fire of that ‘new Pentecost’ initiated by John XXIII. 

Recently, in the Melbourne Age newspaper Michael Leunig wrote about the need to have 

cities that are truly human.  

 

 

 



In this piece he stated: 

It is reasonable to fancy that a happier, healthier human temperament will have to 
be broadly developed – just as buildings, amenities or properties are developed. A 
lot is known about how to do this, but first there’s a lot of deconstruction that will 
need to happen. Parts of our culture will need to return to nature. Oppressive 
structures must be allowed to come unstuck and fall down. Even though loveliness 
is the greatest possible achievement of human intelligence, it is the expansive 
imperial mentality that still prevails and drives the conflicted human predicament; a 
neurotic warlike condition now caught in a cul de sac; running out of material and 
frontier, and turning in on itself as it reaches the exhausted limits of its historical 
trajectory – and like a falling meteor, burning more fiercely as it disintegrates. Stand 
back and let it fall, I say.        “The emperor’s new city,” The Age- A2, May 8, 2010.  

 

I remember when Paul Keating called the recession in the early 90’s “the recession we had 

to have.” I suggest that the current crisis in the Church is the crisis we had to have. The 

Spirit of Vatican II will not be quenched. The renewal so longed for by John XXIII began 

to sprout in the years after the Council, but without genuine Curial reform it was bound to 

wither. Our current crisis may be the Spirit’s goad to overturn crippling institutional and 

hierarchical atrophy.   

PENTECOST: 
God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts crying “Abba, Father." 
Come Bird of Paradise, 
hover anew over this time, 
this place. 
Spread your brooding wings 
afar to gather all the lost. 
Blaze with your incandescent 
light in hearts trapped by 
fear. 
Dispel the clouds of despair 
And breathe- 
Breathe into our dried up 
hopes your cosmic breath of 
life. 
 

Come gracious breath of Love, 
Play your subtle melodies in our 
hearts. 
Attune our ears to your vibrant 
stirrings to catch your rhythm and 
harmony pulsing in our lives. 
Draw us from our solitary notes 
into the symphony of your Triune 
life. 
Speak in tongues that we may 
hear the Word reborn. 
And sing - 
sing through every fibre of our 
being. 
Abba, Father.  
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